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We proposed that BaHgSn is a Dirac semimetal which can host hourglass-like surface states (HSSs)
as protected by nonsymmorphic glide symmetry. Compared to the well established topological
crystalline insulator (TCI) KHgSb with similar HSSs, BaHgSn has the same crystal structure but
an additional band inversion induced by the stronger bonding-antibonding splitting at Γ point, which
leads it to a Dirac semimetal instead of a TCI. Accordingly, BaHgSn has the mirror Chern number
(mCN) Ci = 3 in mirror plane Mz with kz=0, while it is Ci = 2 in KHgSb. Therefore, BaHgSn has
more mCN protected surface states to connect the HSSs on the (010) surface and projections of bulk
Dirac nodes. When a compressive uniaxial strain is applied along the y-axis to break the rotational
symmetry protecting the bulk Dirac nodes, BaHgSn becomes a strong topological insulator (TI)
with Z2 = (1; 000). To better understand the changes in surface states, Wilson-loop spectra for
(010) surface has also been calculated.
I. INTRODUCTION
Topological quantum states and the topological mate-
rials hosting them have been extensively studied within
last decades [1–8]. One of the most important and
exciting findings is the realization of several relativis-
tic quasiparticles as emergent effects at the boundaries
where topological phase transition happens. For exam-
ple, the two-dimensional (2D) massless Dirac fermions
have been realized on the surface of three-dimensional
(3D) topological insulators (TIs) [1, 2] and the Weyl
fermions realized in 3D topological Weyl semimetals,
which can be viewed as the boundary state of a four-
dimensional quantum Hall insulators [6, 8]. Up to now,
there have been various quasiparticles with and with-
out their counterparts in field theory proposed and even
experimentally observed in several topological materials,
such as the Dirac fermions in Dirac semimetals (DSMs)
[9, 10], Majorana fermions in topological superconductor
[2, 11], Weyl fermions in nonmagnetic Weyl semimetals
[12, 13], hourglass fermions in topological crystalline in-
sulator [14, 15] and spin-1 fermions in triply degenerate
nodal-point semimetals [7, 16–19].
The hourglass fermions were proposed and observed on
the surface of a typical topological crystalline insulator
(TCI) KHgSb [14, 15], which is a compound with non-
symmorphic space group P63/mmc (D46h). There have
been many topological materials proposed in this type
crystal structure compounds. For example, XYBi (X =
Ba, Eu; Y = Cu, Ag and Au) family [20, 21] and XAuTe
(X = K, Na, Rb) family [21, 22] were proposed to re-
alize Dirac semimetals or Weyl semimetals after tuning.
It is noted that NaAuTe is predicted to be a topological
∗ hmweng@iphy.ac.cn
Dirac semimetal [21] since it has a new band crossing
due to the stronger bonding-antibonding splitting than
KHgSb, which leads to the mirror Chern number (mCN)
Ci = 3 for the glide plane with kz = 0. The similar
way to achieving this new band crossing has been pro-
posed by applying compressive pressure along the c-axis
in KHgSb family [23]. For example, KHgBi becomes
a Dirac semimetal under 11.5% compression of c lattice
constant though such change in lattice constant is not
plausible. Here, we proposed that BaHgSn is also a 3D
Dirac semimetal in the same crystal structure with the
same physical mechanism. Therefore, it can host Dirac
fermions in bulk and hourglass fermions on the surface.
When C3z rotation symmetry is broken, it becomes a
strong topological insulator (TI). Combining theoretical
analysis, first-principles calculations and Wilson loop cal-
culations, we can well understand the resultant nontrivial
surface states, including the hourglass-like surface states
(HSSs), the bulk Dirac cone projections, the zigzag sur-
face states and the connection of surface states.
II. CRYSTAL STRUCTURE AND
METHODOLOGY
The crystal structure of BaHgSn [24, 25] is the same
as KHgSb [14] as illustrated in Fig. 1. The experimental
lattice parameters are a = b = 5.012 A˚, c = 9.715 A˚. The
Ba, Hg and Sn ions are at the same fractional position
as K, Hg and Sb ions in KHgSb. BaHgSn belongs to
the nonsymmorphic space group D46h (P63/mmc), and
the symmetry operators include: an inversion P ; a screw
rotation C6z, a mirror operation My, Mz = t(c−→z /2)Mz,
t(c−→z /2) is a c/2 translation along z axis, and glide mirror
operations Mx = t(c−→z /2)Mx.
In band structure calculations of BaHgSn, we
performed first-principles calculations based on the
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Figure 1. (Color online) Crystal structure and Brillouin zone
(BZ) of BaHgSn. (a) The crystal structure of BaHgSn prim-
itive cell. a, b and c are lattice vectors. The Ba ion (cyan) is
at the spatial origin, and the Hg (red) and Sn (blue) ions form
two AB stacking honeycomb layers. (b) Top-down view of a
the crystal structure. (c) Bulk BZ of BaHgSn. The blue and
red planes are two mirror planes of Mz with kz=0 and kz=pi,
respectively. The (010) and (001) surface BZs are plotted.
projector augmented plane-wave (PAW) method [26,
27]. The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-
correlation functional is used under generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) [28]. The cutoff energy is 450 eV,
and the k-point sampling grid is 12 × 12 × 4 Monkhorst-
Pack mesh. The hybrid function (HSE) [29, 30] calcu-
lations are further applied to check the band gap. To
study the (010) and (001) surfaces, the projected surface
states are obtained from the surface Green’s function of
the semi-infinite system by constructing the maximally
localized Wannier functions which consist of s orbits of
Hg and p orbits of Sn. The Wilson-loop spectra flow
is also computed by Wilson-loop technique to verify the
surface states and their connectivities [31].
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Electronic structures: bulk analysis
The electronic structure is shown in Fig. 2, we can
see that the electronic structures is partly similar with
KHgSb. In case without spin-orbit coupling (SOC), the
valence and conduction bands at A are degenerate since
they are from Sn px,y orbitals in the two Sn-Hg hon-
eycomb layers in one unit cell. The interlayer coupling
leads to the bonding-antiboning splitting along AΓ path.
When considering SOC in Fig. 2 (b), these bands further
split into sub-bands with different angular momenta. It
leads to band inversion and a pair of Dirac points on the
AΓ line. The band inversion is about 0.48 eV at Γ point,
and further HSE calculation corrects the band inversion
to be about 0.44 eV. Therefore, the calculated band in-
version here is most plausible in realistic material.
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Figure 2. (Color online) The calculated bands of BaHgSn (a)
without and (b) with spin-orbit coupling. The blue circles
indicate the projection weight of Sn px and py orbitals, and
the red circles indicate that of the Hg s orbitals. The bulk
Dirac cone and orbital characters of the wave functions at Γ
are shown in the inset of (b).
Since the inversion symmetry, we can use bonding and
anti-bonding states with definite parity to describe the
low-energy Hamiltonian. The bonding and anti-bonding
states of p orbitals are |P±α 〉 = 1√2 (|Sn1, pα〉 ∓ |Sn2, pα〉),
where Sn1 and Sn2 are equivalent Sn atoms due to in-
version symmetry, the superscripts ± indicate the parity
(the bonding or anti-bonding states), and α is x, y, z.
When we consider the SOC effect, the spin and orbital
angular momentum are coupled and the new eigenstates
with definite total angular momentum can be written as
|P±3
2
,± 32 〉, |P±3
2
,± 12 〉, |P±1
2
,± 12 〉, where the subscript indi-
cates the total angular momentum J , the ± 32 , ± 12 indi-
cates the eigenvalue of Jz. The heavy-hole state |P±3
2
,± 32 〉
and light-hole states |P±3
2
,± 12 〉 are no longer degenerated
at Γ point. Then the light-hole states |P±3
2
,± 12 〉 and
states |P±1
2
,± 12 〉 will mix further to form the new eigen-
states: |P−+ ,± 12 〉, |P++ ,± 52 〉, |P−− ,± 12 〉 and |P+− ,± 52 〉 [32].
The relevant states to the band inversion and crossing
points are states |P−+ ,± 12 〉 and |P+3
2
,± 32 〉 as shown in Fig.
2 (b) inset. Because of inversion and time-reversal sym-
metries, each band is doubly degenerate. The crossing
points are fourfold degenerate Dirac points, locating at
(0, 0, kz = ±0.35× pic ), which are protected by C3z rota-
tion symmetry [9].
We compare the band structure with KZnP, KHgSb
and BaHgSn, and the key difference is in the energy order
of bands around Fermi level at Γ. The schematic diagram
for the evolution of bands is shown in Fig. 3. KZnP is a
trivial insulator, and is used as a reference as the normal
order of energy band. Compared with KZnP, KHgSb is a
well known TCI which has both of the two Hg s orbitals
inverting with two Sb p orbitals. [14] However, BaHgSn
has one more band inversion among Sn p-orbital bands at
Γ than KHgSb since the interlay coupling in BaHgSn is
stronger than the strength of SOC. Sn and Sb atoms have
the similar SOC strength as estimated from the split-
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Figure 3. The schematic diagram of the evolution from the
atomic p orbitals (blue line) and s orbital (red line) to the
conduction and valence bands of KZnP (a), KHgSb (b) and
BaHgSn (c) at Γ. The evolution includes the effect of bonding-
antibonding splitting and spin-orbit coupling effect. The or-
bitals only with +i Mz eigenvalue are noted. The inverted
occupied orbitals are in red and inverted unoccupied ones are
in green. The black dashed line represents the Fermi energy.
ting between |P−+ ,± 12 〉 and |P−3
2
,± 32 〉). BaHgSn have
larger energy splitting between the interlayer bonding
and antibonding states (the splitting between |P−+ ,± 12 〉
and |P++ ,± 52 〉, or between |P+3
2
,± 32 〉 and |P−3
2
,± 32 〉) than
KHgSb. It is due to the smaller c lattice constant of
BaHgSn (9.71A˚) than that of KHgSb (10.22A˚). The
weak interlayer bonding-antibonding splitting of Sb px,y
orbitals in KHgSb results in a TCI, and the stronger split-
ting of Sn px,y orbitals in BaHgSn results in DSM by band
inversion. The smaller c lattice constant may be induced
by the stronger attractive interaction of the ±2 valence
of Ba ions and Sn-Hg honeycomb layers than that of ±1
valence of K ions and Sb-Hg layers, although the ionic
radius of K+1 and Ba+2 are nearly the same. [33]
The states at Γ are both eigenstates of inversion and
Mz. The different occupied bands lead to the differ-
ent topological states with different topological invari-
ants. The Z2 invariant is easily calculated by counting
the parity of occupied bands [1, 2]. The mCN can also
be obtained easily by calculating the rotation eigenvalues
in either mirror eigenvalue of ±i subspace [14, 21, 34] as
following:
e−i
pi
3C =
∏
i∈occ.
(−1)F ηi(Γ)θi(K)ζi(M), (1)
where F = 0 (1) for integer-spin (half-integer-spin) sys-
tem, and ηi(k), θi(k) and ζi(k) represent the eigenvalues
of C6z, C3z and C2z rotation operators at the correspond-
ing rotational invariant momenta, respectively.
We start from the trivial insulator KZnP in Fig. 3(a),
its Z2 invariant and mCN are both zero as a trivial band
insulator. Compared with KZnP, KHgSb has two band
inversions as shown in Fig. 3(b). We only consider the
+i mirror eigenvalue subspace. The newly occupied or-
bitals are |S+,− 12 〉 and |S−,+ 52 〉, and the newly unoccu-
pied orbitals are |P−3
2
,− 32 〉 and |P+3
2
,+ 32 〉. Obviously, the
change in parity ∆δ = 0 and that in rotational eigenvalue
is ∆Jz = 2, which means that Z2 = 0 and the mCN of
KHgSb is calculated from
e−i
pi
3Ci = e−i
pi
3 2. (2)
The mCN of KHgSb is determined as Ci = 2 mod 6.
Compared with KHgSb, BaHgSn has one additional band
inversion for +i eigenvalue mirror subspace at Γ in Fig.
3(c). The newly occupied orbitals is |P+3
2
,+ 32 〉, and the
newly unoccupied orbitals is |P−+ ,+ 12 〉. We can calculate
the change in parity ∆δ = 1 and that of ∆Jz = 1. So
that the mCN of BaHgSn is Ci = 3 as calculated from
e−i
pi
3Ci = e−i
pi
3 (2+1). (3)
The odd mCN of kz=0 plane means Z2 of it is 1, which
is consistent with ∆δ = 1. If 5% compression strain is
applied in BaHgSn along the y axis to break the C3z
rotation symmetry, the Dirac points will be gapped out
around 9.2 meV. BaHgSn becomes a strong TI phase with
Z2 indices being (1;000).
B. Surface analysis
The different topological states lead to different topo-
logical surface states. For KZnP, it only has trivial sur-
face states. For KHgSb, it has nontrivial HSSs protected
by glide symmetry, which have been well discussed in
Ref. 14. Compared with KHgSb, in addition to HSSs
BaHgSn has some different surface states. The surface
Brillouin zone are plotted in Fig. 1(c).
For the (010) surface, the little group of which is Pma2
generated by mirror Mz and glide mirror Mx. The the-
oretical analysis results are shown in Fig. 4(a). To ex-
plain the nontrivial surface states, we consider each high-
symmetrical line in turn.
Along the X˜U˜ and Z˜Γ˜ paths, the preserved symmetry
is glide Mx. Because of T symmetry, the +i,−i glide
eigenstates are degenerated at X˜ and Γ˜ (kz = 0) points,
and the +1,+1 or −1,−1 glide eigenstates are degener-
ated at U˜ and Z˜ (kz = pi/c) points. These constraints
imply two topologically distinct connectivities for the sur-
face states, one of which is nontrivial zigzag connectivity
across the band gap [35–39], the other one is hourglass
shaped dispersion. We can distinct these two type sur-
face states by Z2 invariant. For KHgSb, it has trivial
Z2 = (0; 000), so that the HSSs exist along both X˜U˜
and Z˜Γ˜ paths. For BaHgSn, the similar HSSs appear
along the X˜U˜ path, but along Z˜Γ˜ the surface states are
not clear since the accidental degenerate bulk Dirac node
is projected onto this path. However, if the Dirac node
is gaped by breaking C3z rotation symmetry, the sur-
face states along Z˜Γ˜ should be zigzag type as shown in
Fig. 4(b) since the Z2 indices are (1;000).
The calculated (010) surface states are shown in
Fig. 4(c). The surface states are hourglass shaped dis-
persions along the X˜U˜ path. To see the surface states
clearly, we have raised the surface potential by 0.1 eV.
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Figure 4. (a) The schematic diagram of surface bands for
(010) surface. (c) The calculated (010) surface states. (e)
the calculated (001) surface states. (b), (d) and (f) are the
same as (a), (c), and (e), respectively, except that the 5%
compressive strain is applied along y axis.
Because of the overlap of bulk bands, the projection of
the bulk Dirac cone and surface states are not clear along
the Z˜Γ˜ path.
Along the U˜ Z˜ (kz = pi/c) path, the symmetries in-
cludes the element TMx, which results in a Kramers-like
degeneracy. The surface states of BaHgSn are the similar
as those of KHgSb as shown in Figs. 4 (a) and (c).
Along the Γ˜X˜ (kz = 0) path, the surface states are
determined by the mCN Ci of Mz with kz = 0. [40, 41].
For KHgSb, it has Ci = 2 and there are two surface bands
crossing the Fermi level as shown in Ref. 14. But for
BaHgSn, it has Ci = 3 and there are three surface bands
crossing the Fermi level as shown in the Fig. 4(a) and
(b), though such surface states are buried by the surface
projection of bulk bands in the calculation in Fig. 4(c).
For the (001) surface, KHgSb has trivial surface states.
But for BaHgSn, the projection of bulk Dirac cone is at Γˆ
as shown in Fig. 4(e). When 5% compressive strain is ap-
plied along the y axis, the gapless Dirac points open a gap
and the surface Dirac cone is clearly shown in Fig. 4(f).
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Figure 5. The Wilson-loop spectra for the (010) surface of
BaHgSn. (a) The case without compressive strain and (b)
with 5% compressive strain along the y axis.
C. Wilson-loop spectra on (010) surface
The (010) surface states can also be described formally
by a Wilson-loop spectra of maximally localized Wan-
nier function for occupied states [31, 42]. Each Wan-
nier function is an eigenfunction of the projected posi-
tion operator.[14] The eigenvalue yn,k‖ is the centre of
the one-dimensional Wannier function along ky direction,
which is a function of k‖ = (kx, kz) and is referred as a
Wilson-loop spectra.[31]
We consider the full gapped occupied bands
(nocc = 12). The eigenvalue yn,k‖ is calculated in Fig. 5
without and with 5% compressive strain along the y axis.
The spectra have the topologically equivalent features
as the (010) surface states [43, 44]: (i) the hourglass-
like quadruplets along X˜U˜ ; (ii) the degenerate doublets
along U˜ Z˜; and (iii) the band crossings protected by mCN
Ci = 3 along Γ˜X˜. However, the Wilson-loop spectra is
not well defined at the projection point of Dirac node on
Z˜Γ˜ in Fig. 5(a) since at the bulk Dirac node the occu-
pied bands and unoccupied bands cross each other with-
out band gap. When strain is applied, the Wilson-loop
spectra in Fig. 5(b) is well defined and the zigzag spectra
indeed appear along Γ˜X˜.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have studied the bulk and surface electron struc-
ture of a Dirac semimetal BaHgSn. Though it is iso-
structural to KHgSb, it has smaller lattice constant c.
This leads to larger interlayer bonding-antibonding split-
ting in the Sn p orbitals and results in additional band in-
version around Γ when compared with KHgSb. This ad-
ditional band inversion leads to bulk Dirac nodes on AΓ
path and further changes in the topological phases. For
KHgSb, its Z2 indices are (0;000) and the mCN Ci = 2
for the mirror plan Mz with kz = 0. In contrast, the Z2
indices are (1;000) and Ci = 3 for BaHgSn. On (010) sur-
face, the HSSs and double degenerate surface states exist
along X˜U˜ and U˜ Z˜ paths, which are the same for KHgSb
5and BaHgSn. But along Z˜Γ˜, BaHgSn has projection of
bulk Dirac nodes without compressive strain and zigzag
type topological surface states protected by strong Z2 in-
dices with compressive strain along the y axis. Along Γ˜X˜
path, the topological surfaces bands are determined by
the mCN Ci, which is 2 for KHgSb and 3 for BaHgSn. On
(001) surface, KHgSb is trivial, but there is projection of
bulk Dirac cone without compressive strain and nontriv-
ial surface Dirac cone with compressive strain along the
y axis for BaHgSn. These results have been further ver-
ified by the Wilson-loop spectra calculations. We hope
the HSSs accompanied with bulk Dirac cone and zigzag
surface bands on the (010) surface in BaHgSn to be mea-
sured in further experiments.
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